
JTC Consulting was founded in 2007 with the aim of providing a range of highly specialized services 
capable of generating added value, involving professionals with valuable experience and 
academics from the best universities of Europe.
Skill, talent and a natural attitude in listening to the customer's needs are the key elements for 
building a partnership that can achieve excellent results.
For each area and for each project, JTC teams up professionals with a speci�c experience who 
e�ectively achieve targets. Each operation is handled through a rigorously tested method, adapted 
to the speci�c project, taking into account the characteristics of the context and company involved.

The operational areas are:

Change is the only certainty. Adapting to a new environment is the only alternative to extinction for 
every living body.
JTC Consulting implements the proper internal auditing system to closely observe the various 
business departments and activate ensuing corrective actions.
We can provide top management the dashboard with the indicators necessary to understand the 
fundamental aspects of the business, support the correct interpretation of trends, team up with 
executives in building the subsequent actions and check that targets are achieved.

To measure means to understand. Planning and constant monitoring of performance are essential 
to run a business with satisfaction.
JTC Consulting implements the proper internal auditing system to closely observe the various 
business departments and activate ensuing corrective actions.
We can provide top management the dashboard with the indicators necessary to understand the 
fundamental aspects of the business, support the correct interpretation of trends, team up with 
executives in building the subsequent actions and check that targets are achieved.

Growth is key to survival.
JTC onsulting helps you identify various investment options and choose those with better target 
payback.
We support top management in analyzing business opportunities, stay alongside executives in 
making such investments, audit the results and identify corrective actions.

Starting a new business venture is the most delicate moment.
JTC Consulting implements the start-up's Business Plan to evaluate its feasibility and payback.
We can support top management's orientation in the strategic issues of the new venture, follow up 
the implementation together with the executives and check that targets are achieved.

The world is an opportunity. Borders are becoming less precise and markets closer.
JTC Consulting helps you to evaluate di�erent aspects and procedures for de�ning a policy of 
international expansion.
We can support top management in identifying the most attractive areas and choosing the best 
strategies, we are alongside the executives in implementation plans and check that operations are 
carried out correctly.

JTC
 consulting

JTC Consulting can boast signi�cant experience in various industrial �elds and services:
 Automotive    Building
 Energy    Refrigeration
 Luxury goods   Process engineering
 Plant engineering  Petrochemical
 Chemical   Medical

We have dealt with projects in EMEA and BRIC areas, especially the following ones:

 Mediterranean
 Nord Africa
 U.A.E.
 Russia
 China
 Brazil

If you want:

 Recover your company's market coherence;
 Better understand what's happening to your business in order to improve it;
 Grow through the right investments;
 Face the global market.

Contact us:   inquiry@jtc-school.com

JTC Consulting
Via Alberto Lollio, 16
44121 Ferrara
Tel. 0039 0532 470505
P.I. 01318040290
www.jtc-consulting.com
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